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These resources are all available, both separately and together, at 
www.freelibrary.org/onebook 
 
Please send any comments or feedback about these resources to Larissa.Pahomov@gmail.com. 
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ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 

 
The materials in this unit plan are meant to be flexible and easy to adapt to your own classroom. Each chapter has 
discussion questions provided in a later section. However, for students reading the entire book, there are several 
themes that connect the stories. Students should be introduced to one or more the following key questions as they 
begin reading, and keep them in mind as they work through the book: 
 
The questions address three central and interrelated themes in the collection. 
 

What does it mean for a person to be free? 
 
Why does Djo tell his story to Jeremie? Why does Jeremie tell her story to Djo? 
Why does telling stories help us survive? 
 
How can people make the world change? 
 
Many of the reader response questions and suggested projects relate to these essential questions. Students are 
encouraged to ask these questions not only of the characters of the book, but of themselves. 
 

 
 

ADDITIONAL LESSON PLANS 
 
This lesson plan, published by Santa Clara University, has a thorough three-week plan focusing on 
the history of Haiti and with an in-class reading schedule, grammar activities, and other extensions: 
 
http://www.scu.edu/ethics/publications/cblp/change/middleschool/Taste%20of%20Salt.pdf 
 
Many of the discussion questions in this lesson plan are adapted from the lesson linked above. 
 
Also excellent is Teaching For Change’s “Teaching about Haiti” plans, all available online: 
 
http://www.teachingforchange.org/publications/haiti 
 
This resource includes short articles about different people in Haiti, explanations of Haitian culture 
and literature, and supplements of poetry. 
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